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в.г.гурзлдан

ТЖМЧНА ЛИ НАША ВСЕЛЕННАЯ?*

Ставится и обсуждается вопрос о типичности Вселенной,как

о динамической системе, обладающей как регулярными, так и

хаотическими областями положительной меры фазового простран-

ства. Рассмотрены две динамические системы - наблюдаемая ма-

териальная Вселенная, как иерархия систем N - гравитирукзщих

тел и (3+1) - мерное многообразие с материей, эволвдиониро-

вавшее в соответствии с уравнением Уилера-де Витта в супер-

пространстве с хоукинговским граничным условием компактности

метрик. Как показано, наш материальный мир является типичным.

Однозначного ответа для второй системы пока нет. В случае ти-

пичности современная Вселенная могла иметь свое начало из

бесконечного множества разных начальных данных, восстановле-

ние которых в настоящее время практически невозможно.

Ереванский физический институт

Ереван 1988

* Работа представлена на У Симпозиум по общей теории относи-
тельности, посвященный Марселю Гроссману (Австралия, Перт,
август, 1988.
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IS OUR UNIVERSE TYPICAL?*

The problem of typicalness of the Universe - as a dynamic-

al system possessing both regular and chaotic regions of posi-

tive measure of phase space, is raised and discussed. Two dyna-

mical systems are considered: 1) The observed Universe as a

hierarchy of systems of H gravitating bodies ; 2) (3+1)-ma-

nifold with matter evolving according to Wheeler-DeWitt equa-

tion in superspace with Hawking boundary condition of compact

metrics. It is shown that the observed Universe is typical.

There is no unambiguous answer for the second system yet. If

it is typical too, then the same present state of the Universe

could have been originated from an infinite number of different

initial conditions, the restoration of which is practically

impossible at present.

Yerevan Physics Institute

Yerevan 1988

Contributed to the fifth Marcel Grossman Meeting on General

Relativity (Australia. Perth. August, 1988).



Why there is no infinite number of

Worlds?

YEZNIK (Armenian phylosopher,

5th century A.D.)

1. The Statement of the Problem

The investigation of the Universe in the framework of mod-

ern cosmology includes the construction of mathematical models

explaining the available observational data based on introduced

mathematical concepts and physical variables. The concept of

typicalness is one of the important ones for the mathematics.

In many formulations of the theory of dynamical systems, the

soncepts of typicalness and typical systems are the central

ones. Just the typical systems or the systems of general state,

according to D.V. Anosov, "are worthy of paramount attention",

the question of typicalness being a "clearly formulated ques-

tion, requiring answers "yes" or "no" " [ij.

In what sense can one speak of the typicalness of the

Universe? and what dynamical systems can be considered first?

Below we shall discuss two possible answers to these ques-

tions:

1. The structure of the present Universe is characterized

Yeznik Koghbatzi, Refutation of Religions, Yerevan, 1970.



by a Hierarchy of systems of N gravitating bodies - from

planetary systems to clusters of galazies and superclusters.

Therefore, adopt a 6N-dimensional Hamiltonian system with New-

tonian potential - as a dynamical system mostly determining

the observed features of the Universe.

2. One can consider the Universe as a dynamical system

evolving from one state at time t (in some coordinates) to

another - at moment t̂  . The dynamics of the Universe (evolu-

tion) is described by, say, Einstein equations and the energy-

-momentum tensor of matter.

Evidently, these problems affect, on one hand, the classi-

cal N-body problem, on the other - the problem of solutions of

cosmological equations.

Before we pass to the discussion of typical properties of

those dynamical systems, let us briefly elucidate the concept

of typicalness itself..

2. Typicalness of Dynamical Systems

Consider the space I V. »rA
(
u)

 o
f

 а
ц smooth, preserving the

т
measure II , dynamical systems of class С on n-dimension-

al manifold M (here and below see, e.g., [i] ). A property pos-

sessed by a dynamical system is called typical if it is fulfil-

led for the elements of subspace of Г (ТГЛ,и) with complete

measure. Within the categorial approach the typical property

The categorial definitions though mostly coincide with the

metrical ones, also enable to handle with spaces for which



is possessed by the open set of second category - intersec-

tion of a countable number of everywhere dense sets; non-typi-

cal property - by a set of first category - unification of a

countable number of nowhere dense sets. A dynamical system

possessing a typical (non-typical) property is considered

a typical (non-typical) one.

Many typical properties of dynamical systems are studied

within the theory of dynamical systems, the corresponding cri-

teria for their fulfillment are found; the systems of lower

dimensions are investigated .in special details. Thus, it is

proved that a typical dynamical system is a system with a

"shared phase space", i.e. containing both regular and irregu-

lar (chaotic) regions of positive measure. This result direct-

ly follows from the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory (see

1*1 )•
In the regular region the system has zero Lyapunov charac-

teristic exponents and .can be integrable performing a wind-

ing of torus; in the chaotic region the situation is more

complicated - the degree of chaos can be different. Within

the ergodic theory the corresponding classification of systems

is found: ergodic systems, systems with mixing of different

degrees, Kolmogorov (K-systems), Anosov and Bernoulli systems

[4,5J• The latter three systems are the most unstable ones.

the measure is not defined (cf. with difficulties of defini-

tion of measure for the space of cosmological solutions £3] )•

The independence of typical properties of these approaches



Anosov systems (flows) are characterized by an exponential

instability of trajectories, are isomorphous to the Bernoulli

systems, are ergodic, possess mixing of all degrees and K-pro-

perty |XJ* A w e H known example of Anosov systems is the geo-

desical flow on a closed Riemann manifold of negative curva-

ture; the two-dimensional curvature in the direction of the

velocity of the geodesic U and the arbitrary vector V

/ s <-"R (v>,v) u, v >

is strongly negative at every point of the manifold x (R(uy)

is the Riemann tensor).

One of the most important properties of these systems is

their coarseness (structural stability). As it is proved [6],

any Anosov system is coarse in the Andronov-Pontryagin sense,

i.e. for any small perturbation there exists a phase space

homemorphism, which transforms the trajectories of an unper-

turbed system into tra-

jectories of a pertur-

bed one. Therefore,

Anosov systems can be

schematically represen-

ted as "spheres11 in the

,i0 space

Integrable

systems or the systems

^ with chaotic regions
Figure 1 ^

of zero measure are



non-typical (have zero measure) and hence, in t СТМ,ц) look

like points; at small perturbation, when

chaotic regions do appear between the KAM tori.

All the remaining space of > ^ • ' ,M> is filled by systems

with shared phase space.

Thus, at arbitrary choosing a dynamical system must be

typical, the possibility of choosing a point, namely, a non-

typical or integrable system, is zero.

3. Typicalness of the Observed Universe

As it had already been mentioned by Poincare (1982), the

problem of N gravitating bodies is non-integrable when N .̂ 3«

Therefore, the only integrable case remains the problem of two

bodies - the Kepler problem.

In 1962, using topological emsiderabions, Arnold discover-

ed a new mechanism of instability - (Arnold) diffusion, occur-

ing for any small perturbations of systems, including integ-

rable ones, when N "?. 3 [2J . Just due to Arnold diffusion the

Solar system cannot be stable forever (irrespective whether it

satisfies the conditions of KAM theorem at present or not).

Some day the planets have to fall onto the Sun or fly away;

(however, the time-of that instability, apparently, much exceeds

the cosmological time scale (see [7,8] ).

The dynamics of gravitating systems becomes rather complex

when the particles' number N increases.



The investigation of statistical properties of systems of

N gravitating bodies carried out in Yerevan Physics Institute,

show that these systems can possess properties of the highly

unstable systems described above L9-11J • So, it was shown that

spherical and close systems (e,.g., elliptical galaxies) are

exponentially unstable ones, like K-systems, with the charac-

teristic time of collective relaxation being much smaller than

the binary relaxation time scale (cf. LI2J): the former yields
a q

of «N/ 10 -1Сг years for globular clusters and elliptical galax-*-

ies, and 10 «10 years - for the galaxy clusters. These

results solve the Zwicky paradox for these classes of objects!

As a result of strong instability several global proper-

ties of spherical systems (density run by radius, velocity

distribution, etc), evidently, do not depend on the initial

conditions of the system (coordinates and velocities of each

star) and are determined by its dynamics. On the other hand,

there exist properties strongly depending on the initial con-

ditions; e.g., two now close stars could be highly departed

at a small change in those conditions.

Disk systems (spiral galaxies) are more stable: the motion

in the disk plane is mixing, while the velocity field is stable.

In ref. [iOJ in hydrodynamical approximation, the characteris-

tic time scale of that mixing was calculated, being equal to

2
i:he -=• part of the rotational period of the Galaxy or ~ 1 „3

•7

10 years for the Solar vicinity. It also removes the old

contradiction between the observed picture of stellar motions

and theoretical considerations.

Thus, spherical and disk systems being one and the same

8



6N-dimensional dynamical systems, are correspondingly staying

in chaotic (with negative two-dimensional curvature) and more

regular phace space regions. Hence, in ref. [io"j a conclusion

was made on different origins of elliptical and spiral galaxies;

following also from other modern considerations.

The analysis of the relative chaos of other N-body confi-

gurations shows, that, say, the systems with massive centre

are more unstable than the homogeneous ones; systems with ro-

tational moment are more regular than those without moment,

etc £ii] . The role of the hidden mass in this question was

aleo made clear [13] . Without going into technical details,

we only mention that in view of impossibility of application

of the earlier known criteria (via calculation of Lyapunov

characteristic numbers, Krylov-Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy,

stc) in ref. [11] a new method was used based on the estima-

tion of Ricci curvature in the direction of velocity in con-

figurational space

Thus, the observed Universe "consists" of exclusively

typical systems (including highly unstable ones), there are

no integrable systems.

4. On the Properties of Cosmological Solutions

The expansion of the observed Universe is explained in the

framework of General Relativity, where, as it was proved by



Penrose and Hawking, the singularities are inevitable. This

fact ever more differentiates between the cosmological problem

and those considered in previous section, so far as the ques-

tions of initial (boundary) conditions of classical phase (i.e.

determined by equations of General Relativity) remains open

until the construction of quantum gravity.

In accordance with the conventional viewpoint that General

Relativity can be the low energy approximation of a more ge-

neral theory (maybe superstrings), Hawking assumed that semi-

classical approximation of quantum mechanical path integral

with Einstein action can unambiguously give the boundary con-

ditions of the present classical phase - the ground state of

the Universe [н-17] .

The probability for a quantum state of the Universe with

topology S, metric h and matter field configurations ф is

represented by the path integral [I5»i6j i

)

С

where С is a clasr Л all oriented compact Euclidean 4-maui-

folds (with 4-metric g and matter fields ^ ), for which

there exists an insertion *u , satisfying the following

conditions:

2. iScM,

з. 3M
+

4. 'i*a

10



^t indicates operation of the connected sum of the mani-

folds; I is the differential of mapping L ; ± is the

gravitational action.

The probability P L ^ h , <^>\ ±
a
 the square of the Universe

wave function ^ L ^ , «ifl which satisfies the Wheeler-DeWitt

equation in the superspace.

The approach based on this "no boundary" condition was

applied mostly to minisuperspace models of homogeneous, iso-

tropic Universe and led to results enabling to explain several

main properties of the observed Universe \_12,13J - Рог instance,

the existence of inflationary solutions is shown (it is not

clear, however, how general they are due to the mentioned dif-

ficulties of definition of measure in the space of cosmological

solutions [3]. And hence, the homogeniety, isotropy, flatness,

etc. of the Universe can be explained.

One can also imagine the possibility of mixed quantum

states of the Universe described by the Hawking-Page density

matrix [17,22J , which can be represented as

The ultimate test of correctness of any boundary condition

(which cannot be derived from some other principle), as Haw-

In ref. [23} a model of topology quantum change of the Uni-

verse is considered, which allows to differentiate between

the pure quantum states and the mixed one*

11



king emphasized, is "whether it enables one to make predic-

tions that agree with observations" \_16J . In this relation

it is worth while noticing that according to the widely adopt-

ed viewpoint just special boundary (initial) conditions are

required to explain the mentioned global properties of the

observed Universe (see, e.g., ref.[21J ).

The "no boundary" condition means to impose boundary con-

ditions on the wave function of the Universe on Cauchy surface

in the Wheeler-DeWitt suparspace. The dynamical equations de-

termining the change of "V (i.e. evolution of the Universe

- its expansion, inflation, etc) is the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-

tion» Hence, the investigation of geometrical properties of

the superspace can expose the properties (including typical

ones) of cosmological solutions. The problem of geometrical

properties of the superspace was originally raised by Wheeler

already in the 60-ies £24] and, in general, appears to be

an extremely complicated one.

In [25] the superspace' W was studied on hyperbolicity

property in case of n-metric g^.

For this metric of the superspace the following relations

are fulfilled (cf. [гб] )

12



restored
Initial state

Figure 2
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Considering the behaviour of close geodesies in that re-

gion of the superspace for the Jacobi equation

(z is the vector of divergence) the following solution was

found [25]

where л [ is the eigenvector of «^ . - IN. U U with

eigenvalue Л» :

4. 7-
 w
 /

which means the Lyapunov exponential instability and hence,

hyperbolicity of the geodesic flow determined by the kinetic

part of Wheeler-DeWitt equation. In a two-dimensional case one

has a Lobachevsky space and the flow satisfies all conditions

of Anosov systems except for the compactness.

Hypothetical inhabitants of the Universe described by these

solutions would have no practical possibility to restore the

initial conditions of their Universe, as the smallest inevit-

able inaccuracy of measuring would exponentially grow back-

wards in time. A loss of information about initial conditions

took place: through every inaccuracy "circle" there an infi-

nite number of trajectories pass and hence, an infinite num-
1

ber of initial conditions at t • 0 lead to one and the

same final (observed at "present" t
1
 ) state (Iig.2) . •

As shown in ref.^27^ , for the special case of de Sitter
\

H



metric and free scalar fields, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation has

one and the same solution for almost arbitrary initial condi-

tions.

The question of typicalness of dynamical systems in the

whole superspace appears to be a very complicailed one and re-

quires a special consideration.

In order to emphasize that the' instability (chaotic proper-

ties), discussed here as a typical property of cosmological
t

solutions, differs in principle from those of models with cha-

otic inflation, etc. £28J, we note that:

1. The chaos under consideration is a property of dynamical

equations and not of initial conditions, and can occur in sys-

tems with absolutely regular initial conditions of Cauchy typej)

2. The equations themselves are completely deterministic, i.ey

they do not include fluctuation effects;

3. Dynamical equations (or systems of equations) can have a

very simple form. -.

Finally, it is necessary to say that certain cosmological

models, possessing chaotic properties, have been earlier in-

vestigated in detail [29-3iJ (e.g., there is a claim that

the Mixmaster-Bianchi IX model is a K-system f32J )•

5. Conclusion

Thus, is our Universe typical?

We know that the answer must be "yes" or "no" .

As we have seen, with respect to, the surrounding us world

governed by Newton law, the answer to this question is "yes".



For the Universe as a (3+1)-dimensional manifold with matter,

there is no such unambiguous answer yet. If it is typical too,

then its such global properties as homogeniety, isotropy, flat*

ness and several others are, perhaps, a result of dynamics and

not of spherical initial conditions, the restoration of which

is practically impossible now. In this sense the situation

is analogous to the "hair-falling" effect at formation of a

black hole during the collapse. At the same time, there could

have survived such properties ("hairs") of the Universe, which

are just the result of special initial conditions. In this

case an interesting problem of reconsideration of thd antropic

principle arises.

One can consider the dynamical chaos also as the third,

after the quantum mechanical (uncertainty principle) and quan-

tum gravitational (ignorance principle [зз] , including the

loss of quantum coherence [34j ), channel of loss of predict-

ability.

If, nevertheless, the Universe is non-typical, then even

a more intriguing question arises; why it is non-typical?

According to what principle?

Recall Einstein's words (as cited in геГ.[з5] )t "What

really interesting is whether God had choice in creation of

the World". It looks like that God choice in defining Newton's

Law of Gravity and classical mechanics.

Was there a choice in creation of the World?
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